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It’s all about Connecting

Praise for RECRUIT!
I have on my desk the original version of this book by Sherle
Adams in 1987. I give you my word, this book changed my life and
many others, for it was my personal reference and guide on my
amazing 25 year journey in direct sales. The fusion of Ro’s wisdom
with the original is brilliant. Too often we underestimate the power
of kindness...a kind word, a compliment, a smile, a sincere and
authentic connection in sharing an opportunity that literally could
change a life. For contemporary solutions to manifest an abundant,
sustainable business in the ‘relationship industry’, embrace the
wisdom of RECRUIT. Your destiny awaits...
~ Mikki Lessard, Founder, With Gratitude and Grace

RECRUIT! Brings the wisdom of the ages into the 21st Century
and provides secrets of sharing. ‘ThinkAbouts’ inspire our hearts
and ‘Activators’ get us to make small actions that can create
amazing results in your business. RECRUIT! is a must read for
anyone wanting to increasing their Sharing Factor!
~ Tom Judson, VP Sales Worldwide, Park Lane Jewelry

Ro Shales and G. Sherle Adams have created a clear, easy to
read guide on Why and How plus the Benefits of “Connecting with
People”. This book has excellent self study and group training tools
that walk you through the plethora of options to find what works
best for you. Even veterans like myself will find pearls of wisdom
and expert advice. Be grateful, share this amazing opportunity and
enjoy the journey!
~ Elizabeth Anthony Gronert, Founding Director, Private Quarters

RECRUIT! This book gives you time tested basics and step by
step principles to reach others to make a difference in their life and
yours. I’ve enjoyed the incredible direct sales opportunity for 36
years and this book will help you build team strength quickly.
~ Bonnie Strigenz, District Director, Jafra Cosmetics International
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Who will benefit from this book?
If you’re NEW to the Direct Sales Industry, enjoy sharing and
want to succeed, you will learn how to connect to enhance your
natural communication skills.
If you’re a LEADER or a Team Builder and want to grow your
business more quickly, you will relate to sensible new ideas about
the mental and emotional barriers that hinder getting a Yes!
If you’re a TRAINER who wants to be more effective you’ll be
delighted with how what you teach will be reinforced with participation-creating Activators ©
If you want to REACH OUT more effectively, you’ll get insight
into why good caring people can be inhibited from recruiting*
others until they understand the barriers that block success.
If you recruit VOLUNTEERS for a non-profit, church work, or
political help, make your life easier by learning how to get more
people to say Yes!
If you’re an ENTREPRENEUR you’ll be pleased with the tax
advantages, time, and financial freedom that come with the joy of
helping people make their dreams come true.

*Recruiting is the universal word we use for Sharing, Sponsoring,
Enrolling or Joining.
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It’s all about Connecting

The Sharing Effect
My co-author, Grandma Sherle Adams and I have almost 100
years of experience in the Direct Sales Industry. It is our pleasure
to connect you to practical ideas and new methods to grow and
increase your personal and professional success.
We have served as consultants at many levels, from working in
the field as Independent Representatives and Leaders, just like you,
to carving careers consulting to CEOs and on Management Teams.
We have always remained conscious of your needs in the field.
Our major interest has always been the recruiting process and
how important it is to get people started quickly, with a clear focus
on early success. Like you, we have supported individuals through
personal fears and barriers that blocked their recruiting and
business success.
This book is about what we have learned from our own experience and from working with Leaders at all levels.
It’s about connecting with people to change your business
and your life!
It’s about sharing the wonderful opportunity that you have
as a direct seller to take control of your future with your own
business.
It’s about feelings common to people who recruit others. It’s
about finding and approaching people and about how people
think and feel, or should think and feel, about recruiting.
It’s about what you can do to make it easier for you and your
team to find, recruit and retain new people.
It's about becoming a force for good in the world by supporting others and encouraging them to focus on objectives that
create a better life and a lifestyle to enjoy as a direct seller.
Whatever your reason for starting your business, realize various
things may sometimes get in the way of your success. Fortunately,
most are identifiable and fixable. In this book you’ll find the tools
you need to succeed. “ThinkAbouts©” and “Activators©“ were
developed to increase your understanding and ability to overcome
challenges that get in your way.
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“ThinkAbouts” are brief, thought-provoking messages relating
to feelings and ideas. They’ll help you to think about doing the
things you want to do in better and simpler ways.
“Activators” offer you and your team innovative actions and
activities to reinforce the messages and to stimulate ideas and ways
to learn from discussions and self or group analysis.
We know from experience that for most people learning is
not an instantaneous process. That’s why reading is not enough.
Learning is experiential. People learn best by assimilation and utilization. This book helps you do just that.
This book and training tool is meant for everyone with a desire
to build a team. You will also find that much of what we share
applies at home with family and friends, in the workplace with
managers and employers, and in volunteer organizations.
We share ideas to contribute to your growth through more
effective recruiting and faster development of your new people.
You’ll learn how to harness the power of connecting, sharing and
caring to naturally retain more of the people you bring in. This
helps everyone - you, your recruits, and your company.
We’ve worked with many Leaders and have found common
traits among them, including a caring heart and a desire to share
their business opportunity consistently. These traits made those
Leaders big winners and big earners in their companies. People
succeed by leading the way and showing others how to succeed.
It takes effort to reach out to people and offer a sincere compliment or word of encouragement or, even better, the offer of an
opportunity to enhance someone’s future. You can be a force for
good in the world by speaking up and sharing.
The more successful you become, the more important it is to be
a good example for other people. Watch your words and thoughts,
they are contagious. Your consistent thoughts become real as you
take action and create your own success (or lack of it). Your team
will duplicate what you do and say. You are their role model. Be
positive, be uplifting, be kind, and always do what you say you
will do. My first mentor, Sandi Mullins, taught me; “With every
opportunity comes responsibility.” As a Leader you are responsible
for your team’s growth. Your consistent development of people
makes a big difference in your company and the world.
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We want you to be consistently intrigued with communication:
how people talk to each other at all levels. Grandma Sherle says;
“No matter what kind of situation we are in, we are only words
apart.” Our intent is to help you understand this truth. We want
you to learn things about communication and self motivation that
will apply to your whole life.
Sometimes it’s easier to find the words to say than to understand the feelings behind those words. Almost everyone has
some emotional barriers or fears they have carried forward from
childhood into adulthood. The thoughts, emotions, or feelings of
your team and prospects can get in the way of truly hearing what
other people say and what they really mean.
We want you to become a richer person by exploring people’s
feelings as you are becoming a better Leader and recruiter. One of
your most important roles is to help your people feel good about
who they are and what they offer, so they are able to reach out to
others and duplicate what they know.
This book puts a strong focus on feelings and emotions. We
want to maximize your good feelings and help you tune into the
feelings of your prospects and your team in order to develop the
potential in the people who have a real desire to move ahead.
We will inspire you to have more empathy for others and to
increase your ability to recognize emotional needs. We want to
make your challenges clear and show you logical solutions to
conquer those challenges.
I know a psychologist who asks patients to do this exercise for
30 days; look in a mirror every morning and say, “I am a worthwhile person and the world is a better place because I am in it.”
After 30 days in a row most people begin to believe it. Try it.
The fact that you are reading this book says very specifically
that you are worthwhile. You want to know more about how to
help yourself and others reach out to share the business that you
enjoy and the lifestyle you are creating.
This is not a book to be read once and put on your bookshelf.
Instead, it’s also a tool to use for years. When you share ThinkAbouts and Activators, you’ll grow personally, increase the size of
your team, and build your income. Understand that effective communication opens many doors to enlarge your life.
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This material will be most useful to you when you realize the
value and potential power in it. Take in the ideas and information
slowly, not in one big gulp.
Our Suggestion is to:
SKIM - to get an idea of what is included
SCAN - for challenges people might face. Highlight as you read.
STUDY - think about your team, business, and meetings.
SELECT - the first things you want to use, apply and share.
Use the ideas, inspiration and information to serve you in two
ways. We give you the why along with the how to build relationships and to stay personally motivated. You will discover what fun
it is to lead and grow along with your team.
There are many advantages in a Direct Sales Business. You
empower personal choice and freedom. You give the gift of options
in life for people to choose. Never underestimate the value of
choices. There are many people who need what you offer. Some
you already know, some you have not met, yet. They are around
you every day, everywhere you go. Open your ears and eyes and
tune in to people. Be aware, be prepared to share. Be a strong role
model. Be proud of your business decision and be loyal to your
company.
Start recruiting with the materials, tools and processes your
company provides for you. Use this book as a tool to amplify what
you’ve been given. Create duplication for consistent growth. Your
long term business success is based on duplication. It’s wise to
teach only what others can copy. When you keep it super simple,
your team will replicate what you do. Together, you’ll build strong
teams of successful people.
When you are recruiting, remember the needs and desires
of your potential recruit are the most important things. Always
have their best interests in mind. You can make a great impact by
encouraging others to live up to their potential. The immeasurable
contributions you make change lives in remarkable ways.
You know the job you have to do. Ready? Great! Let’s get
started!
With great joy,
Roseann “Ro” Shales
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ThinkAbouts

Think 78
About
Some things are easy
There are things we do so regularly we never even
think about doing them because they are so easy to do.
Setting the alarm and getting up.
Brushing our teeth and combing our hair.
It’s the new things we’re asked to remember, things
that are out of our usual pattern such as recruiting, that
we tend to overlook or forget to do every day.
So it’s a good idea to make recruiting a habit to make
sure you don’t ever let recruiting become a sometime
activity.
Recruit naturally and consistently. Be aware and
always ready to meet a prospective customer or business
builder.
Recruit whenever and wherever you meet new people.
Make it a habit to be on the lookout for people to recruit!
They are out there! Some are literally waiting for you.
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Activator 78
WRITE
List some of the things that you do as a habit, meaning that you
just do them. You don’t have to take time to think consciously;
“This is what I am going to do and this is how I will do it”.

SELF-ANALYSIS
How did you develop your everyday habits? Assume that you
want to develop a new habit, and you feel very strongly about
it. What will you do to make doing something new (or doing
something differently) a positive new habit?

TALK ABOUT
You are a Leader who is highly motivated to teach your people
how to develop the habit of recruiting. What will your strategy
be for doing this? What are some of the things you will tell new
recruits to try? How will you evaluate what happens?

PEER AND GROUP DISCUSSION
ASK yourself when it comes to things related to recruiting, what
do you do habitually? You do it so naturally you never have to
think about doing it. What kinds of new recruiting habits would
you like to develop? Do you have any ideas about how to be sure a
particular recruiting activity becomes a habit? Did you know if you
do anything for thirty days in a row you will develop a new habit?
Have you ever tried this? What happened?
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Ordering RECRUIT!
Order extra copies of RECRUIT! as gifts, team incentives, for
meetings, workshops, and to loan out to new recruits.
Please share RECRUIT! With your friends and co-workers!
Contact us for quantity discounts on 12, 24, or 48 copies.
www.imaginativeconsulting.com/our-new-book

Planning an Event?
Ro Shales delivers custom presentations
for your team or company.
With broad experience in a wide variety of Direct Selling
companies, Ro understands both the field, and management
side of the industry.
And as a long-time volunteer, she also relates to
the challenges of non-profit recruiting.

“Ro Shales is one of the best. She always gives an excellent presentation.
Ro has a natural ability to connect to 10 or 10,000 and make her audience
members feel she is talking directly to them. Everything she does is
personalized and her love of sharing shines through.”
~ Grandma Sherle
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